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Abstract: OpenStreetMap is producing huge spatial data contributed by users
of different backgrounds and varying level of mapping experiences. Due to this
generated map data may be topologically incorrect, which explicitly expresses
the spatial relationship between features. To make the map data navigable, it is
important that data is free from topological errors. The current work has been
conducted to detect topological errors in OpenStreetMap data. OpenStreetMap
data of Punjab (India) has been taken as test data for finding topological errors.
For cleaning the topological errors, map data has been processed using different
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1

Introduction

O’Reilly (2005) discussed the concept of Web 2.0 or ‘read-write’ web. Web 2.0
encouraged greater collaboration among internet users and other users, content providers
and enterprises (Hudson-Smith et al., 2009). This movement provided new methods of
sharing and computing data (Hudson-Smith et al., 2009; Rana and Joliveau, 2009;
Turner, 2006; Walsh, 2008; Goodchild, 2009; Haklay et al., 2008) by crowdsourcing
movement similar to Wikipedia (Howe, 2006). In regard to the geographical data the
crowd-sourced movement is known as Volunteered Geographic Information (VGI) and
others call it collaborative mapping (Fischer, 2008), so it is a special case of this web
phenomenon and has been applied in many popular websites such as Wikimapia,
OpenStreetMap, Google Map, Flickr (Kounadi, 2009). The CrowdSourced
OpenStreetMap produces huge spatial data, with the help of numerous users of varying
level of mapping experiences. Due to varying level of mapping experience of the users,
various errors are introduced and one of the most common errors is topological error, also
called logical inconsistency. In recent years some studies on quality have been
undertaken (Neis et al., 2011), the results of the studies on OpenStreetMap data collection
quality concluded overall heterogeneous quality. Heterogeneous quality means that the
quality and completeness of the map data varies highly from country to country. The
results showed that in urban areas of Europe, i.e., UK, Germany, Austria, and
Switzerland, the OpenStreetMap data prove to be at par with the completeness to
commercial or governmental data providers. But rural areas showed lower data
concentration in the OpenStreetMap data. An exception is also concluded in case of the
USA, where rural areas are better covered and less completeness in urban areas (Neis
et al., 2011).
The current work focuses on topological relationships of OpenStreetMap data of
Punjab (India), because topological relationships are concerned with determining the
faithfulness of the data set. These relations typically involve spatial data inconsistencies
such as incorrect line intersections, polygons not properly closed, duplicate lines or
boundaries, or gaps in lines. These types of errors must be corrected to avoid incomplete
features and to ensure the data integrity, as geographic information system (GIS) analyst
working on transportation and navigation should use the topologically correct map data.
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The main reasons for analysing map data of Punjab (India) are, firstly, societal, as this
project is a community project i.e. of users and by the users and provides open and free
map data. Secondly, most of the Indian map data, i.e., basic roads network and city name,
is donated by Automotive Navigation Data (AND) (OpenStreetMap.org, 2013). It is
possible that the topological errors may have come from AND. Lastly, in the recent years
huge amount is invested by the Indian Government on building a stronger road network
infrastructure. Governmental mapping agency’s way of collecting the information is slow
and is also not available for public visualisation. The crowdsourced OpenStreetMap
platform can work as a framework for fast changes with quick response, like in case of
disaster like Haiti City (Sehra et al., 2013).
This paper has been divided into different sections. The next section discusses briefly
the OpenStreetMap statistics about Indian users. Section 3 discusses the importance of
map topology and various topological errors. Section 4 elaborates on the methodology
used for identification and correction of errors. Section 5 discusses the results and in the
last are the conclusion and future directions of research work.

2

OpenStreetMap

OpenStreetMap, started in 2004, is an editable and freely available database of mapping
information which can be used for many different purposes with very few restrictions
(Neis and Zipf, 2012).
OpenStreetMap has three main components (Haklay and Weber, 2008), these are
node, way and relation. Relation is the most important element of OpenStreetMap data
structure, consisting of other members, i.e., node and ways. Relation is a multi-purpose
data structure that describes the logical relationship between elements. Any member of
relation can have an optional role to describe the part it plays in a relation. All types of
data elements (nodes, ways and relations) can have tags. Tags describe the meaning of
the particular element to which they are attached.

2.1 OpenStreetMap users
OpenStreetMap is getting popular and many enthusiastic users are joining this
crowdsourced movement. This revolutionary movement has encouraged nearly 1,742,729
registered users, 2,470,855,510 uploaded nodes, 246,912,924 ways and 2,738,864
relations (OpenStreetMap.org., 2014a). For India, the total number of registered users are
2,877, 7,561,749 uploaded nodes, 433,747ways and 6,094 relations (OpenStreetMap.org.,
2014b). As shown in Table 1, v1 means objects created and never modified (version 1) in
this region and last edit means objects last edited i.e. version is greater than 1, in this
region.
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Number of nodes, ways and relations contributed by Indian OpenStreetMap users

v1
last edit
Total (v1 + last edit)

Nodes

Ways

Relation

6,780,201

295,329

4,879

781,548

138,418

1,215

7,561,749

433,747

6,094

Source: OpenStreetMap.org. (2014b)

2.2 Map data contribution methods
The contribution of newdata to the OpenStreetMap data can be accomplished using
different approaches by users of varying backgrounds of mapping experiences and using
different devices. The most common approach is recording map data using a Global
Positioning System (GPS) receiver and edit the recorded information using one of the
various freely available editors such as JOSM (Steiniger and Hunter, 2012). The users
provide additional information about the collected data by adding attributes and store the
final results in the OpenStreetMap database. Users do not require any specialised GPS
receiver for mapping, as it has been tested that smartphones can be considered as device
for mapping (Sehra et al., 2013; Golicher, 2013). The accuracy of GPS has been checked
and found satisfactory, but the accuracy depends upon the quality of GPS chip. In
addition if the accuracy of any smartphone is not good as compared to the professional
GPS receiver, the mapper can map to good accuracy as Microsoft Bing supports the
project (Neis and Zipf, 2012) by providing various aerial images as background layer. It
allows the OpenStreetMap users to digitise data such as streets from the traces very
easily, but for completeness of the attributes local knowledge is still required. The only
problem using satellite imagery is that it can be outdated. Other web based tools are
Polatch 2 and iD editor, but only registered users can upload the changes to
OpenStreetMap. Figure 1 shows different methods of uploading and processing the
OpenStreetMap data.
Figure 1

Methods of uploading data to OpenStreetMap server
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2.3 OpenStreetMap data retrieval and test map data
OpenStreetMap data of Punjab, India has been taken as study data for checking the
topological errors, because the future direction of this research would be to provide the
navigable data of Punjab. The full dataset is available on website Geofabrik and
downloads.cloudmade.com. The format of downloaded data is in the form XML
formatted .osm files.

3

Topological errors

A map is a representation of what is around us. All map features must be updated
completely by maintaining the level of accuracy. The accuracy is the most important
aspect for maps (Chrisman, 1991). The working group of ISO/TC211 (Wolfgang and
Kian, 2003) is responsible for standardisation of map data quality parameters. The most
important standards related to quality are:
•

ISO 19113: Quality principles.

•

ISO 19114: Quality evaluation procedures.

ISO 19113 establishes the principles for describing the quality of map data (Gong et al.,
2004). According to this standard, the data quality elements identified are completeness,
logical or topological consistency (Servigne et al., 2000), positional accuracy, attribute
accuracy and lineage (Girres and Touya, 2010). So for grading any map data, all these
elements must be carefully assessed (Neis et al., 2011). But most of these elements in
case of OpenStreetMap data depend on the accuracy of GPS device used by the user
during mapping and his mapping experience (Van Exel, 2012). So within the scope of
this paper, logical or topological inconsistencies are considered in the OpenStreetMap
data. This component is most important element for a map data to be used for
navigational needs (Maraş et al., 2010).
Topological data structure is explained through graph theory and uses diagrams or
graphs to describe the arrangement of geometric objects (Chen and Schneider, 2011). It is
used to represent the logical relations such as neighbourhood, coincidence, inclusion,
intersection in addition to metric relationship such as geometrically identifiable
coordinate, length, area (Maraş et al., 2010; Laurini and Milleret-Raffort, 1994).
Topological relationships between points, lines and polygons that represent the features
of a geographic region provide mechanism for navigating between features (Neis et al.,
2011; Maraş et al., 2010). This is also advantageous as it reduces data storage for
polygons as boundaries between adjacent polygons are stored only once and enables
advanced spatial analysis such as adjacency, connectivity, and containment (Clementini
et al., 1993).
Inconsistencies in map data exist due to violation of predefined topology rules. The
common topological errors are classified by the type of features, i.e., point, linestring
(line), polygon (Egenhofer and Herring, 1992). These topological errors are detected by
enforcing various rules on the map data (Chang, 2008). The possible topological errors
feature-wise, except point errors are given as:
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Polygon errors

Linestring errors

• Unclosed gaps

•

Overshoots

• Gaps between polygons

•

Undershoots

• Overlapping polygons

•

Micro segments

• Self-intersection

•

Pseudo nodes

•

Adjacent nodes

The linestring errors and the removal of these errors are shown in Figure 2. The mapped
nodes are not just points between line segments that show the directional changes in the
line, in addition they have specific topological meaning. Pseudo nodes occur where a line
connects itself as shown in Figure 2(d) or where two lines intersect along a parallel path
rather than crossing each other (Theobald, 2001).
Figure 2

Various topological errors, (a) duplicate line removal (b) microsegments removal
(c) overshoot removal (d) pseudo nodes removal (e) undershoot removal
(f) merge adjacent nodes (see online version for colours)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Source: Chang (2008)

Another type of error, called dangling node or arc is the outcome of three possible
mistakes: failure to make polygon closed, failure to connect the node to the object it was
supposed to be connected (called an undershoot), or going beyond the object it was
supposed to be connected (called an overshoot). So, lines which are supposed to meet at a
node but failing to do so results in undershoot or overshoot (Siejka et al., 2013). These
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nodes introduced due to error in digitisation or data conversion. Such errors reduce the
data integrity and quality and have bad influence on data analysis (Maraş et al., 2010;
Chen and Walter, 2009; Schmitz et al., 2008; Hope and Kealy, 2008).
Since OpenStreetMap is using topological data structure. It may contain errors (Neis
et al., 2011), which occur due to quality of source map data and data collection
techniques by users of varying level of mapping experience (Ubeda and Egenhofer,
1997). So, there is necessity of methods and tools to identify such errors and hence
remove them. The topology rules must be enforced such as lines must not overlap
(Hodgson et al., 1989) and intersection of features must be a node, e.g., the line must end
as node at intersection (Cowen, 1988).

4

Methodology used

To analyse test map data for topological errors, topology rules (Servigne et al., 2000) are
enforced on map data, depending on the spatial relationships that are considered as most
important (Chen and Walter, 2009). The algorithms (Michaud, 2014b) used for the
detection of the topological errors are executed in OpenJump (Steiniger and Hunter,
2012). OpenJump utilises Java Topology Suite (JTS) (Davis, 2007) which is a Java API
that implements robust geometric algorithms and provides a complete model for
specifying 2-D linear geometry.

4.1 Linestring errors
Topology extension based on JTS capabilities (Michaud, 2014b) is used to detect and
remove various linestring errors from OpenStreetMap data.

4.1.1 Errors of micro-segments
The prerequisite for detection and correction of topological errors is identification and
removal of micro-segments (small line segments). The presence of micro-segments less
than distance threshold inside single geometry often disrupts the GIS analysis process
(Michaud, 2014b). The micro-segments are closely mapped nodes at about same spot,
thus creating small line segments. The micro-segment removal algorithm uses the
distance parameter (threshold) to decide whether two features closed enough or not. The
threshold distance taken during reported work is +/–1 metre.
As shown in Figure 3(a), three closely mapped points are detected and in Figure 3(b)
those small segments (2–3, 3–4) have been removed, with minimal deformation. The
algorithm will never remove the micro-segments if they are located on the geometry
boundary and if both segments are strictly inside the linestring. But, it removes the
segment in case interior angle is the closest to flat angle (180°). Figure 4 shows the
Punjab (India) road network data and detected micro-segments in it.
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Identification and cleaning of micro-segments, (a) micro-segments identification
(b) cleaning of micro-segments (see online version for colours)

(a)
Figure 4

(b)

Outcome of micro-segment detection in Punjab map data, (a) road data of Punjab
(b) identified micro-segments for removal (see online version for colours)

(a)

(b)

The problem arises if the segment removed by the algorithm is also used by another
geometry. This removal may break further topology consistency. The solution used for
this problem is that all shared nodes between multiple geometries are identified,
thereafter all such segment nodes are marked (Michaud, 2014b, 2014a) and then executed
the algorithm only for unmarked nodes.
The output of micro-segment removal algorithm is stored as layer in shapefile format
and given as input to network topology cleaning algorithm.

4.1.2 Dangling errors
The network topology cleaning algorithm processes dataset representing a road network,
obtained after micro-segment removal and detects dangling errors like node mismatches,
undershoot and overshoots (Michaud, 2014b) as shown in Figure 2. It searches nodes in
network which are close enough to another linestring, but are not snapped on this
linestring. The main parameters considered for snapping is distance threshold between a
node and feature of the layer (Steiniger and Hunter, 2012).
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The algorithm has been executed with distance threshold (tolerance) value of
3 metres. As described in Figure 5, first given feature is at less than 3 metres from a
reference vertex, whereas second and third features are located at 1 metre from a
reference linestring, and is also 2 metres from another one and at greater than 3 metres
from any vertex. The fourth feature is at distance greater than 3 metres from the reference
feature. The last feature is at less than 3 metres from a reference vertex.
Figure 5

Detection and correction of dangling errors, (a) map features (b) detected features
(c) after snapping (see online version for colours)

(a)
Figure 6

(b)

(c)

Dangling errors identified in small region of Punjab (see online version for colours)

Once nodes within tolerance value have been detected, then algorithm will snap them to
their right position. Figure 6 illustrates that first and last features have been properly
snapped to reference, second and third features are also snapped, but a vertex needed to
be inserted into the reference feature. The fourth feature is not snapped as it is at greater
distance than threshold. It is demonstrated in Figure 6 that using 3 metres tolerance value,
large number of nodes are detected for snapping in OpenStreetMap data of Punjab and
have been snapped to the nearby feature (vertex).
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4.2 Polygon errors
Polygon errors are also considered as topological errors. One very common error is
self-intersection. Micro-segment removal algorithm is able to fix invalid polygons with
small self-intersection as shown in Figure 7. Self-intersection is an error, but this does not
pose any problem for map-render. But all tools may not have the same error tolerance.
So, it is always better, to have a clean error free data structure. Nowadays, the spatial
databases come with built-in geometry validation functions to correct self-intersecting
polygons at the time of uploading to the database.
Figure 7

Detection of self-intersection (see online version for colours)

(a)

(b)

GIS map data may contain neighbouring polygons which do not share common
boundary, i.e., may have spaces and holes. These may be allowed to represent the real
features such as streets between different blocks. There are two types of polygon errors
found in GIS data (VividSolutions.com, 2003):
1

Gaps: Gap is an area where two polygons are separated by too small amount along
some or all the boundary as shown in Figure 8(a). There may be cases when two
polygons legally contain a defined relative distance. So, spaces which have adjacent
line segments separated by distance greater than tolerance are considered as gaps.

2

Overlaps: As shown in Figure 8(b), overlap is the area where two polygons overlap
and is an error.

Figure 8

Detection of gaps and overlap errors, (a) gap in polygons (b) overlaps in polygon
(see online version for colours)

(a)

(b)
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The above errors are undetectable by the naked eye. The gap detection algorithm matches
each segment of polygons with segments of neighbour polygons. Segments are
considered matched based on following heuristic rules:
•

segments are not topologically equal (AB != CD or AB != DC)

•

minimum distance between segments is less than the defined tolerance (1.0 m)

•

the angle between both segments is less than the defined tolerance (22.5 degree)

•

the orthogonal projection of each segment on the matched one is non null.

Figure 9

Results of coverage gaps algorithm, (a) coverage overlaps detected (b) gap segments
detected (see online version for colours)

(a)

(b)

The gaps and overlaps are identified using heuristic rules and nearly 95% errors are
automatically corrected (Steiniger and Hunter, 2012). The rest of 5% can be fixed
manually in OpenJUMP. Figure 9 shows the gaps and overlaps in Punjab (India) map
data. Still, a few errors were left unresolved that might be due to smaller distance
tolerance (1 m) used. The solution is to increase the distance tolerance, but that will
include the valid geometries, which may be unacceptable.

5

Results

The data has been tested by enforcing various heuristic rules. The test data comprises of
117,756 features out of which, 8911 segments are detected as redundant micro-segments.
These micro-segments are removed for making the analysis by GIS analyst faster. A total
of 8,492 logical errors such as undershoot, overshoot and mismatches have been
identified under the constraint of tolerance value of 3 metres and are corrected by
snapping them to vertex with tolerance distance. Few other rules are applied on the map
data and identified total of 44,036 errors in which 39,643 are dangling errors, one
duplicate node and rest are pseudo nodes. Further 20,105 gaps segments and 6,493
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overlap of features are detected using tolerance distance of 1.0 metre and angle
22.5 degree.

6

Conclusions

The correct topology is a vital feature for map data to be considered for navigation as
well as commercial acceptability. The emphasis of the paper is to identify the logical
inconsistencies, i.e. topological errors in the Punjab OpenStreetMap data. So, the data has
been processed by applying the heuristic rules on data. It has been concluded that large
number of topological errors exists in the Punjab map data. The detection of these
inconsistencies tells us about the amount of effort required to correct the existing data
available in the public domain. Few corrections have been made to the data by enforcing
rules and snapping the segments to the nearest possible vertex. But, the accuracy of such
action is still questionable. Any claim for improvement can be made only after the
comparison of the data with a reference dataset.
The future work will focus on removing topological errors from the OpenStreetMap
data of Punjab and devising a plug-in to automatically correct the errors. Comparison of
proprietary map data and governmental map data with OpenStreetMap data for
topological errors will also be carried out. Further, initiatives will be taken to spread
awareness about OpenStreetMap data as very few Indians are contributing and aware
about it.
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